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A FAREWELL FROM NEW HELVETIA . ..

By Henry Ratz, President

The good news is – and canards in Linn ' s notwithstanding : I am outta
here soon! This is my last column as your president (I will do one
more issue for you as interim editor) . Meet the new man on p . 180, who
is going to lead this loose–knit bunch down the primrose path for the
next two years . The dues notice and the confirmation of officers are
in the works and will reach you soon . Please renew promptly so we do
not have to spend all that extra money for your wake–up calls . ..

The very bad news is that we lost our most valuable Honorary Life
Member, Associate Editor, and prolific contributor . It is with a sad
heart that I have to inform you that our friend PETER FELIX GANZ died
on Sept . 5, 1990 . The news reverberated thru the philatelic community
like a giant shock wave, both here and in Switzerland . His knowledge,
his many talents, his forever helping hand and pen, his special
research skills, all will be missed by many for years to come . While
asking for a little bit of temporary relief from his duties with us,
Felix was just about ready to assume the presidency of the US Postal
Stationery Society, all while putting together at a rather feverish
pace his latest monster project : a Typology of the 20th century Swiss
handcancels . – Felix served our society in a number of positions : Auc-
tion Mgr ., President (77/78), Editor of Tell (79), but most importantly,
he has devotedly filled the shoes of "Dear Abby " for all of our big
and small questions relating to Swiss philately, the cancels, its towns
and villages ; a walking encyclopedia who educated many of us . Back in
1982 he came to the rescue of a very sick Tell and after that stood by
a number of editors since with advice and contributions from his ever
steaming typewriter . I, for one, will miss you dearly, Felix . You have
never let me down when I asked for help, no matter what your workload
was . The current issue is so typical of you : Although most of it was
written back in 82/83, when I asked you more recently to fill some gaps
the answer was " No sweat, can do a chapter in about 1½; hours, how many
you need? " Well friends, the last one he produced only hours before he
collapsed on stage, doing what he knew even better than stamps : playing
the harpsichord. So I dedicate this " special" issue of Tell for budding
collectors of Switzerland to you . I think you would have loved it.

Our sympathy goes to your sweetheart Cheryl you left behind . Her devo-
tion to writing and stamp collecting may enable her to continue some of
your unfinished philatelic symphonies . ..

**** Donation Auction : While the quality and value of the material
donated thus far is outstanding, the number of donors involved is an
outright disappointment to me and the auction manager . 12 people (out
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A few
choice
lots
from our
donation
auction,
see
p .214!

of 492 on the roster) is all we can muster to participate in such a
fun event? Wake up you guys and girls, this is for the longterm well-
being of your society and its journal . We have given you great
reading and research material, as well as valuable services for the few
annual bucks in dues all these past years . Give something in return

by bidding generously! T am counting on you . . . In the meantime, our
sincere appreciation goes to the handful of caring donors . I love
your spirit . ..

**** The cover : For once it ' s in two colors . Reason : First, I wanted
more visual impact for promotional purposes as I am still searching
for new members . Second, Switzerland will be celebrating its 700th
anniversary of independence next year . A few brave men from the can-
ton URI,whose arms are on this early Pro Juventute stamp, were among
the founding fathers, and third, I believe many of you started collec-
ting Switzerland because of the Pro Juventute series . Powerful images!

**** The issue : Many members have been asking for more basic informa-
tion on Swiss stamps . This issue (and to some extend the next one)
will deal with such basic material although it will fall far short
of even being able to scratch the surface of what I would consider
basic information . But given the page limitations and our budget it ' s
a decent start . As said before, Felix wrote most of it back in 83, he
also corrected and updated it a bit just recently and I embellished it
where space permitted . I wish to thank also a number of members who
helped in doing all that typesetting on their computers and laser
printers : George Struble from Oregon, Steve Weston and Richard Hall
from California . Nice job, you guys, I could not have done it without
you! -- We have added many new members since 1983, so I hope it will
benefit a few of you . Those of you who know all that stuff, please
try to give your copy away to some young collector, maybe he or she
will become a fan of Swiss stamps too one day . ..

**

	

Finally, Herbert Brach wants me to print the following:
"Through a lamentable error of omission, proper credit was not gi-
ven in the September 1990 issue of Tell for the article Strubel:
Specific Information by Issues which appeared as having been authored
by Herbert Brach . The material appearing therein was taken largely
from Hans F. Hunziker's book Strubel, published by Zumstein & Cie . in
1986 ; Herbert Brach was only responsible for the translation, conden-
sation, and organization . "
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dedicated to our friend Felix,
a true and devoted philatelist,

a great and noble soul
called home all too soon . ..

Peter Felix Ganz
January 23, 1922 - September 5, 1990



SWISS primer
SPECIAL ISSUE, MOSTLY FOR NOVICES IN SWISS STAMPS

HELVETIA Felix Ganz

Name of the mythical lady who often is called "The Mother of Switzerland ."
Her name appears in the first line of one of the country's national anthems,
"Hail Thee, Helvetia," sung on the same tune as "God Save the Queen"

The country's name derives from Celtic tribes called the HELVETII who
inhabited considerable parts of what now is referred to as Schweiz/Suisse/
Svizzera/Switzerland . When the Helvetii decided to move south, they were
promptly defeated near Bibracte by one Julius Caesar and told to return
home. Descendants of these Helvetii still live in the area, though inter-
mingled by centuries of intermarriage with their later conquerors, the Bur-
gundians in the west, and the Alemans in the center and the east (except for
the Grisons region where the RHAETII, the original dwellers, interbred with
retired Roman legionnaires sent to the Roman Empire's northern natural
border as settlers and sort of civil defense guards).

Centuries later, the inhabitants of the valleys of Uri, Schwyz and the two
Unterwaldens secretly united late in the thirteenth century . They suc-
cessfully kicked out their Austrian oppressors' (Habsburg) sheriffs and the
CONFOEDERATIO HELVETIA was born . This (original) Latin country
name appeared for the first time on the Bundesfeier (National Fête) single
of 1938 and was used a number of times subsequently . The country grew,
until 1513, by adding consecutively the following free (independent) areas
of Luzern, Zürich, Glarus, Zug, Bern, Fribourg, Solothurn, Basel, Schaf-
fhausen and the two Appenzell regions . After the Napoleonic occupation
years, these formerly subjugated areas became full-fledged, independent
cantons : Aargau, Thurgau, Ticino, Vaud, Graubünden/Grischun/Grigioni
(Grisons), St . Gallen (all in 1803), and in 1815, the former republics of
Genève and Valais/Wallis, as well as the Prussian principality of Neu-
châtel/Neuenburg joined the confederation . In 1933 Basel split into city and
rural half-cantons.

In 1848, after a brief civil war (with religious over- and undertones)
Switzerland as we know her today (except for the more recent "divorce" of
the Jura from Bern) came into existence . A unified, federal monetary
system soon replaced the maze of cantonal coinage rights and currencies,
and in 1850 the first federal stamp issue, known as Rayons, was issued.

Switzerland's first stamps did not feature the country's name but rather
the Swiss coat of arms (white cross in red shield) on the Rayons and Mother
Helvetia in the Strubel series.

When the perforated Seated Helvetia issue was issued in 1862, it fea-
tured for the first time the generic name HELVETIA.
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Names and types of stamp issues:

Cantonals Felix Ganz

Name given to the stamps issued by individual cantons, originally only for
mail within their respective territories . They were Zürich (4 and 6 Rappen)
in 1843, Genève (Double and single eagles, 5 and 10 cts ., and a stamped

envelope) in 1843 ; and Basel (only for use in Basel-STADT halfcanton)
(Basel Dove, 2 1/2 Rp.) in 1845. From 1849-50, when the federal posts
gradually took over, these cantonal, but not truly "local" stamps could be
used, by themselves or mixed with the federal stamps, for franking mail for
the entire country of Switzerland . All these issues are rare.

Rayons
The imperforate federal stamps on which no country name appears, but all
of which feature the Swiss cross, white on a red background . This issue
was valid not only within the country, but depending upon postal contracts
with different countries also to foreign destinations . The name "Rayon"
derives from the postal rates then in use . Ortspost/Poste Locale (2½ Rp . or
Cts.) paid the local "rayon" rate; 5 Rp . that of the first distance (there are
two different Rayon I stamps in existence: the one on a dark blue and the
later one on white paper) ; 10 Rp. yellow that of the second distance ; and 15
Rp. or Cts . for the more distant places . Condition in this issue is very, very
important, and thins, copies cut into, heavily canceled pieces, and even
falsifications abound . This issue should be checked by someone who
knows, before buying . Regumming of unused or uncanceled copies has
occurred .
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The Rayons

	

Robert Zeigler

In 1850, the Durheim firm began pro-
ducing 5 rappen and 10 rappen stamps in
three colors . The 5 rappen consisted of a
black print superimposed on a dark blue
background, with a red shield and white
cross in the center . The 10 rappen con-
sisted of a black print on a deep yellow
background, with a red shield and white
cross in the center . These three-color
printings were difficult and expensive to
make, and they soon gave way to
printings in two colors (light blue and red)
for the 5 rappen in 1851, and when a 15
rappen was issued at the beginning of
1852, it was printed in a single dull red
color . The 5 rappen was inscribed "Rayon
I", the 10 rappen, "Rayon II", and the 15
rappen, "Rayon III". These "rayons" are
best thought of as postal zones . Letters
of a certain weight carried within one
postal zone (Rayon l was about a six mile
radius) went for 5 rappen . Letters carried
within Rayon II (a radius of about 15
miles) went for 10 rappen, and letters
carried farther, but still within the confed-
eration, went for 15 rappen.

The Rayons were produced from various
lithographic stones. In the case of the
three-color 5 rappen, the black print came
from four different stones, only two of
which have been completely plated . The
two that have been plated were used
again for the impression of the 5 rappen in
two colors, but seven additional stones
were also used for that issue, making a
total of nine stones. The black print of the
10 rappen was produced using seven
different stones . Both the blue print of the
5 rappen in two colors and the black print
of the 10 rappen have been completely
plated . The Poste Locale and Orts-Post
issues, as well as all Rayons I and II,
were produced in 40 types . The types can
be distinguished by the squiggly (vermi-
cular) lines in the background . Complete

plating diagrams of all of these issues, to
distinguish the 40 basic types, are found
in the Zumstein 1924 Handbook, as well
as in the Mirabaud and Reuterskiold work,
The Postage Stamps of Switzerland.

Plating these issues involves a certain
degree of patience . The overall pattern of
the vermicular lines must match precisely,
unless there is a retouch or other flaw that
might affect a small portion of the stamp.
Most forgers have not bothered to repro-
duce the vermicular lines exactly, but
have created their own vermicular lines,
which simply convey the general impres-
sion of the original without attempting to
correspond to any of the 40 types . How-
ever, a few of the best forgers have
managed to approximate the vermicular
lines of a single type with some success.

If the collector wishes to pursue the
various stones of the 5 rappen in two
colors or the 10 rappen, there are plating
books available.

These plating books make it possible for
the collector to differentiate further,
beyond the 40 types . This is done by first
identifying which of the 40 types a particu-
lar specimen matches . Then that type is
compared with plating diagrams showing
the microscopic flaws which occur differ-
ently on each stone . Since each of the
seven or nine stones contained either two
or four complete sets of 40 types, this
leads to a total of 1,040 possible stone
positions for the 10 rappen and 1,200
different possible positions for the 5
rappen light blue and red . In plating,
again it is the overall pattern of flaws
which determines the stone and position
to which a particular specimen belongs . It
is possible that particular flaws may be
absent from a particular specimen, but the
overall pattern should match . The result
of plating these is noted in descriptions as
in the following example : T39 A3 LO (left
upper quadrant of the stone).
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The 15 rappen Rayon III were produced
from single stones, but in three different
versions. There was a 15 rappen ("Rp.")
version with large figures of value, and
one with small figures of value . In
addition, there was a 15 centime ("Cts .")
version, again intended for use in French-
speaking areas . Of these three, only the
Rayon III Rappen version with large figure
of value has been plated . The single
stone was divided in a completely differ-
ent way than for earlier Durheim issues . It
was set up with 180 different positions,
comprised of nine different sections
stacked three rows across and three high.
Each section consisted of 20 stamps, and
this is the way they would be delivered to
the post office, cut down into sheets of
twenty . Each counter sheet would be
made up of two halves, consisting of only
ten plate positions each . It is possible,
using the work by Rene Gees
to plate any Rayon III large figure
of value stamp to its proper position
on the 180-subject original lithographic
stone . Again, this is a two-step process.
First, one must identify to which of the ten
types the stamp belongs, depending upon
the vermicular lines of the background.
Once the stamp's type has been ascer-
tained, it must be compared against a
diagram showing all stamps of that parti-
cular type . The pattern of flaws which it
matches indicates what position on the
stone it came from . Results of plating
these are annotated by type and position
as in this example : T9 OM II . This means
Type 9 from the upper middle section of
the stone, second (or right-hand) half of
the section.

On two stones of the Rayon I 5 rappen in
three colors, the white cross was framed
in black, for at least a portion of the
printing . For the light blue and red 5
rappen Rayon, a new stone was prepared
which had framed crosses, but only a few
stamps were produced from this stone

before the framing of the cross was
removed from all of the positions . The
remaining stones also had the frame
removed, so that in most cases there are
not even remnants of the frame left, and
in other cases there are slight or (rarely)
substantial remnants left of the cross-
framing . Light blue and red stamps of this
issue with completely framed cross, all
from Stone B2, are great rarities . Framed
crosses are frequently faked . Similarly,
the 10 rappen in three colors was
produced in a few copies from Stones Al
and A3 with a full frame around the cross.
Again, most copies of this rarity turn out to
be fakes.

Forgeries of all Durheim issues are
generally known, but are much less
frequent than in the cantonal and
transitional stamps . Nevertheless, it is
wise to exercise considerable caution
when buying in this area. Some of the
stones, particularly the early ones, are
considerably rarer than others . The so-
called "Spoiled" stone of the 5 rappen light
blue and red, for example, carries a
catalog value of about 20 times that of a
normal stamp . This stone was used only
for a short time, developed major
problems, and was pulled out early .
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Strubel : General Information

I . HISTORY

In an effort to replace the lithographed Rayon issues with a more satis-
factory product, the Swiss Federal Post decided to look for an improved
printing method for a new series of postage stamps . This was approved
by the Federal Council on October 17th, 1851.

A study trip took the representative of the Swiss Posts, after visits to
Paris and London, to the University printer J . G. Weiss in Munich who
was then producing the stamps of Bavaria on paper with an incorporated
silk thread for greater security against forgeries.

In view of the fact that an experienced engraver in the person of
Friedrich Voigt of the Royal Bavarian Mint was available, that the nearby
paper mill of Baron von Beck in Pasing was producing special paper of
good quality for the manufacture of stamps, and that Weiss was not only
experienced in the printing of stamps, but had learned about the
preparation of suitable printing inks as well as the choice and application
of a proper adhesive, the decision on the part of the Swiss postal author-
ities to have their new stamps produced in Munich was perfectly logical.

Voigt produced a design that was approved after some modifications
and delivered the dies and the cliches for the 5, 10 and 15 Rappen
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stamps to the printer on March 23rd, 1852 . In July of 1852, the plates for
the 40 Rappen stamp were delivered.

The printer experienced enormous difficulties with the production of
the Swiss stamps, but finally delivered what we know as the first Munich
printing on October 6th of 1852 . The Swiss postal authorities recognized
his efforts in a letter dated October 21st, 1852, but asked that in future
the color of the 40 Rappen stamp be less pallid and that the shade of
brown of the 5 Rappen be altered in order to contrast it more with the 15
Rappen pink, from which it was difficult to distinguish in artificial light.
This led to the color changes of the subsequent Munich prints, which
were delivered in April of 1853 . By the middle of 1853, over 5 million
stamps produced in Munich had arrived in Berne.

Both of the printer's presses broke down in November of 1852, and
the delays occasioned by the lengthy repairs probably contributed to the
cancellation of the contract and the delivery of all printing materials and
printed, as well as unprinted, paper stocks by Weiss to the Swiss author-
ities. The Swiss Federal Council decided to entrust the printing of the
stamps to the Federal Mint in Berne in March of 1854.

Thus began the period of Berne printings . The problems encountered
on their press led first to a reduction in the sheet size to be printed and to
gradual changes in the mounting of the cliches in their frame . Demand
for increased production brought about the purchase of a machine press

Essays, Artist's Proofs,
Trial Proofs, etc.

Of all "classic" issues of Switzerland there
exist true essays, color proofs, and such;
but of most of them one encounters much
more frequently bogus reprints, outright
fakes and, in the case of the Standing
Helvetia issue, the infamous Paris
reprints, in dozens of colors, on dozens
of different papers, without watermark,
imperforate . The Paris reprints often are
offered at auction, at totally outrageous
prices, and misrepresented as "essays"
Beware!
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in 1856 which permitted the printing of larger sheets and was responsible
for the production during the last Berne printing period .,

At the end of 1856, paper produced in Zurich in the mill "an der Sihl"
started to replace the Bavarian Pasing paper ; by the end of August,
1857, the Swiss mill had made deliveries of paper with all six thread
colors then in use and became the sole supplier to the Mint.

II . VALIDITY

The validity of the Strubels ran from the first day of issue, September
15th, 1854, until October 1st, 1862 . The exception was the 15 Rappen
value, which was retired from sale on August 31st, 1862.

On October 1st, 1854, Strubels became valid for international mail;
on the same date, the franking of letters became obligatory.

It is of interest to note that the last day of authorized use for the
Rayon issues was September 30th, 1854, only a 15-day overlap with the
appearance of the Strubels ; it is therefore not surprising that only 22
genuine covers of mixed frankings of these two issues are known today.

At the other end of the life of the Strubel issues, while the perforated
"Sitting Helvetia" appeared promptly on October 1st, 1862, mixed frank-
ings of Strubels with this issue are considerably more plentiful . While the
sale of Strubels had stopped on the date of appearance of the "Sitting
Helvetia", people with stocks of Strubels on hand were allowed to use
these postally until July 31st, 1863, thus allowing for a ten-months
overlap ; the exception to this is the 15 Rappen value which never
appears in mixed franking because its validity had ceased earlier due to a
change in postal rate structure.

Stocks of Strubels remaining in the hands of the various post offices
on October 1st, 1862—and these were considerable—had to be returned
to Berne where they were destroyed.

III . CHARACTERISTICS

A. Design : The design of the stamps presented problems . The choice of
subject matter was one ; in other stamp-issuing countries, a represen-
tation of the reigning monarch or his coat of arms was a logical choice;
for Switzerland, the eventual adoption of an allegorical representation of
Helvetia was a new departure, whose idea was borrowed form the coins
then in circulation.

The use of three languages presented another design problem;
noteworthy also is the use of the word "Franco", signifying that mail with
these stamps affixed would be delivered free of charges and taxes.

The design of Helvetia herself presented problems . It can be noted
that the right arm holding the spear is naked, whereas the left arm is
clothed in a long sleeve . The engraver opted to remove the sleeve from
the right arm because it made the design too bulky.
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The representation of the hair resulted in the issue's nickname,
"Strubel", which refers to the unruly or windswept aspect of it.

The nose, which is the highest point of the engraving, gave Voigt
particular trouble . He soon found out that the forming of paper over a die
was very different from striking a coin in it, which had been his previous
area of expertise.

The dimensions of the design are 20.0 mm by 24.5 mm.

B. Paper : The papermaking process employed by the two mills involved
was very similar . Both used linen rags as a base material and glue as
sizing. Fillers such as chalk were added and it is here that a difference in
formulation was recently discovered : An der Sihl used starch as a filler
and Pasing did not ; this gives us a tool to make ready identification
through chemical means.

An aqueous slurry, or pulp, of the ingredients was prepared, the
papermaking frames (later rotating drums) dipped into the pulp, originally
removing one sheet at a time ; the wet sheets were placed between felt
cloths and pressed to remove the water ; surprisingly, both mills used
endless felt rolls to achieve this.

Pasing paper was used in all the Munich printings and in the early
Berne printings ; this paper reached Berne both through transfer of stocks
from the Munich printer, as well as through direct deliveries (Berne
ordered sufficient paper to print 10 million stamps from Pasing on Oct.
31, 1854) . An der Sihl deliveries began in small quantities in the second
half of 1856; most of this paper was found to be too thin for printing and
the only satisfactory paper delivered prior to December 1856 was some
with red silk thread, which was most likely used in the printing of 23Cc,
the first Strubel on Swiss paper . Satisfactory paper was delivered all
through the first half of 1857 ; by August, delivery of paper with all six
thread colors then in use had been made successfully and was adopted
in production.

Papers delivered by both mills were uneven in structure, and
anything from soft, flexible and thin to hard, stiff and thick can be found.
In the different issues, we find paper as thin as 0 .04 mm and as thick as
0.12 mm .

To be continued in the next issue.

The substance of the text is from Hans F . Hunziker's "Strubel"
published by Zumstein & Cie in Berne in 1986 . The tabulation
of the silk threads is from Walter d'Aujourd'hui's "Switzer-
land, A New Classification of the "Strubel" Issue Sitting Hel-
vetia Imperforate . 1854-1862" published by the Swiss Philate-
lic Society, Basel 1982 . Translation, condensation and organi-
zation by Herbert Brach .
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Sitting Helvetia—1 Franc Bronze

	

Robert Zeigler

The 60 centime and one franc high values
of this definitive period were produced
using a rather unique process . In order to
achieve the metallic appearance, the
sheets of stamps were sprinkled with a
metallic powder while the ink was still wet.
In the case of the one franc value, this
powder was gold in color, but the ultimate
color of the stamp depended to some
extent on the color of the printing under-
neath the powder . This printing, on early-
issued specimens of this value, was
reddish-orange in color, and when coated
with the gold powder, a reddish-bronze
shade resulted . This shade is generally
found cancelled only with dates of 1863.
In 1864 and 1865, the print was modified,
and a yellow-orange underprint was used.
This resulted in a gold-bronze
appearance. Finally, the underprint was altered
again in late 1864 to yellow, and the

remaining specimens of this issue
assumed a gold appearance, because
when the gold powder was sprinkled on
top of the yellow print, the final
appearance was a golden metallic shade . While

the gold-bronze is scarce, worth about
twice as much as the normal stamp in
used condition, the red-bronze is twice
again as scarce, worth about four times
as much as the gold shade in used
condition . Neither red-bronze nor gold-
bronze is a rarity in mint condition.
Beware of oxidized stamps, which are
usually dark or dull in color, but may retain
some hint of their original gold color,
because these oxidized stamps are
occasionally sold as "bronze" shades.
Oxidation can also commonly affect the
60 centime value of this series, the
deep-coppery-bronze color sometimes turning
into a dull dark-brown or blackish shade.

Helvetia (1862-1882)

This issue, the first one to bear the Latin name of the country, HELVETIA,
also is called Seated Helvetia, perforated . Denominations of this issue,
produced in raised technique and also featuring the control mark "cross in
oval," are 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 ; 1 Fr.

Standing Helvetia (1882-1907)

Also known as "Helvetia in Oval ." The most researched, most complicated,
and by far most intriguing stamp issue of Switzerland ever . In addition to
four distinctly different perforations, this issue, with denominations of 20,



25, 30, 40, 50 cts . and Fr . 1 & Fr. 3, is found on white and on granite paper,
with watermark large cross and with two different control marks, as well as
with myriads of plate flaws, varieties, re-engraved types and retouches.
Volumes have been written on it and any serious collector of this issue must
abstain from Scott and utilize a real, correct listing of the basic editions of
this issue.

Cross and Numeral

	

Felix Ganz

The low values companion issue of the Standing Helvetia series . Typo-
graphed, which produced innumerable small varieties such as broken
frame lines . Initially printed on some white paper remainders, then on
granite paper with control mark "bulky cross in roundish oval," then on
granite paper with control mark "slender cross in narrow oval," and finally
on paper with watermark large cross . Denominations are 2, 3, 5 (two
colors), 10 (rose pink to aniline to brick red), 12 and 15 cts . (yellow or
brownish lilac) . Scarce is the first white paper edition ; extremely rare is the
true orange-golden 15 cts ., Z#63Ad. Equally scarce are some other hues,
all described in specialized Switzerland catalogues.

With these two issues the period known as Classic Switzerland Stamps

concludes. Everything since then is considered to be modern .
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Helvetia with Sword

	

Felix Ganz

When Charles L'Eplattenier, an artist from the Jura region of Switzerland,
was commissioned to develop his prize-winning essay into a new postage
stamp design, neither he nor the Swiss PTT could foresee how extensive
and long-lasting this relatively uncomplicated and for a collector inex-
pensive set would become . During its lifetime there were 18 denomi-
nations (incl . overprints), three gum/paper varieties, two design types,
major errors, and 34 years of postal validity.

It all began in 1908 when the first of the five 40 cts . values was
issued . Without delay, critics took potshots at the artist, accusing him of
wanting to immortalize himself by having his full name sneaked into the
design ; it was inserted under Helvetia's right hand and the sword's hilt.
That situation was quickly corrected, but four million stamps of this Type I
40 cts . value nevertheless were used in the normal course of postal
activity . All other denominations bear but the artist's initials, CL, in
roughly the same place.

This issue was Switzerland's first in two colors—one for the design
and one for the background—since the "Rayons" issue of the 1850s.
Until a few years ago, it was generally assumed that no color errors had
ever been produced . Wrong again : at least one sheet of the 25 cts . value
with a wrong background color must have slipped into a stack of properly
printed sheets ; accordingly, at least 100 stamps with wrong background
color ought to exist (very rare, of course).

Since this issue is typographed, a flyspeck hunter may discover a
host of small varieties and flaws ; these can range from a missing or
covered eye to a sock on the nose or even a mustache, and from
rounded corners to missing sections of the river in the background, etc.
The Zumstein Specialized Catalogue points out many of the more note-
worthy flaws, including shades.

The second type of this series exists in the following denominations:
20, 20/25 (the only one also available as tete-beche, interspace, and in
booklet form), 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80/70, 80, 1 Fr ., and 3 Fr., with
several among them having been issued in different color combinations.

Most of these stamps were in use for decades and thus are common
in used form, but locating them with clean, sharp postmarks is rather
difficult . In mint condition—even mint hinged—some values, notably the
3 Fr., are very good property.

On cover, especially as single franks (to prove the rate for which they
were issued), many values are not easy to locate and command a
premium.

Just as occurs with the Tell Boy and the Tell Bust issues, the
Helvetia with Sword issue exists on regular granite paper, on paper with
grilled gum, and—when the warriors issue of 1941 was delayed due to



the war—on chalky paper without grill (but only the 50, 60, and 80 cts.
values). These last three are good property, mint or used, if all
perforations are intact . All stamps of this series, by the way, were issued
on watermarked paper, except for a few sheets of very expensive favor
trial items on thick artist paper without watermark, but valid for postage
nevertheless.

Over the years the lowest denominations were replaced by Tell Bust
stamps (20, 25, 30) or Landscape II designs (35, 40), and the highest
value was replaced by the large size 3 Fr . Landscape stamps.

Many denominations were used to produce officials or service
stamps (IKW, SdN, BIT . Beware of fakes! ), and the 20, 25, 30, 35, 40,
and 50 cts . stamps also were imprinted by special request on

printed-to-private-order stationery items of many different categories.
This generally pleasing and easily acquired set is a veritable "teeth-

cutter" for a beginner in Swiss philately : rich in small flaws and varieties,
mostly inexpensive, readily available, and great for cancellation studies.

Tell Boy Stamps

	

Felix Ganz

Tell Boy stamps were the lowest denominations of the five-part
issue serving as Switzerland's regular postage stamps from before
1910 to about 1940 . The original design, created by the famous
Swiss artist abroad, Albert Welti, was issued in 1907 to replace the
cross and numeral set's lowest values . The design was ridiculed so
soundly ("Tell's boy sports an umbrella without cloth ;" etc.) that the
design was modified by 1909 and sub-modified two more times . The
original design exists in three denominations : 2, 3 and 5 centimes . It
was printed on watermarked white paper with silk fibers (granite paper)
exclusively . A famous variety is the "black face" on the 5 cts.

The second design, on white paper, appeared in 1909 in three
denominations : 2, 3, and 5 centimes . Type l of this design has the
crossbow's string in front of the crossbow stock . The most famous,
or to some, infamous examples of this type are found in the form of
the so-called Kocher stamps : advertising stamps for a firm in Chaux-de-
Fonds and Vevey, printed onto labels of four different border colors and
produced by a misinterpretation of the original postal regulation
permitting printed-to-private-order stationery.

Type II of this design was produced initially in 1910 for the same
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Grilled Gum

	

Robert Zeigler

"Grilled gum" is a phenomenon unique to
the stamps of Switzerland and Liechten-
stein . Many collectors express confusion
as to how to identify grilled gum ; even
dealers are apt to confuse grilled stamps
and flat-surfaced stamps . On most
issues, there is no identification problem,
since every stamp of each design was
printed either entirely on grilled or entirely
on flat paper. But on some definitives,
airmails, officials, postage dues, railroad
stamps, and franchise stamps, all issued
between the years 1932 and 1944 inclu-
sive, there are both grilled and ungrilled
varieties of the same stamp, and often
there are large price differentials between
them. Grilled stamps are identified in the
Zumstein Catalog with a "z" following the
catalog number . Where both grilled and
flat types exist, Zumstein shows flat-paper
stamps with a "y" . In Scott, stamps with
grilled gum are usually listed with an "a"
following the catalog number.

General Identification : "Grilled gum" was
supposed to keep stamps from curling up.
As stamps are exposed to varying tem-
perature and humidity, the layer of gum
absorbs the humidity and tends to curl the
stamp . While the curling effect was minor
on single stamps, whole sheets which
curled became difficult for postal clerks to
handle . The grilling was intended to break

up the layer of gum into tiny patches,
which could not curl as easily as an intact
layer . It didn't work all that well, but Swiss
postal officials must have thought it
helped.

During the gumming operation, the sheets
were subjected to a grilling roller which
pressed a tiny latticework of indentations
into the gum and into the paper as well.
Unlike grills on United States stamps, the
points of the grill are less prominent, but
are all over the back of the stamp rather
than confined to a portion . The lines of
grill points are always oriented horizontally
and vertically to the stamp, so that under
casual inspection the paper appears
horizontally or vertically "ribbed ." On a
gummed stamp, do not confuse crazing of
the gum on definitives with grilling.
Grilling is always a regular pattern of
small indentations in horizontal and
vertical rows . Gum on some definitives
tends to crackle and craze in a regular-
appearing pattern, but it is usually
diagonal in relation to the stamp, and the
paper is not indented. Since the grilling
indents the paper, the grilling pattern
remains after the gum is removed . Grilled
varieties are identifiable on used stamps
as well as mint stamps . To see the
grilling, reflect a light off the back of the
stamp, tilting the stamp until you can see
the horizontal-vertical pattern . A
magnifier may be helpful, as may be compari-

three values (2c, 3c violet, and 5c) . Later it was used for producing
the 3c orange-brown, the 7%c grey and the 1921 overprints of 2%c
on 3c orange-brown and 5c on 7%c grey . It distinguishes itself by
having the string of the crossbow behind the stock, having two equal
pedestal steps, and a thin, ill-defined loop atop the crossbow.

Type III began its life in 1911 (some say 1910) . Here the loop atop
the crossbow is thicker, even, and well defined, and the two pedestal
steps are of uneven thickness . The string is also behind the stock.
This type includes the following denominations on white paper : 1 c on
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son with a stamp which you know is
grilled.

Fake Grilling : On a few issues where
grilled gum is far more scarce and
perhaps far more valuable than the same
stamp on flat paper, fakers have
attempted to create grilled stamps from
flat-backed stamps . Except for the grilled
stamps from the Tell-bust and Tell-boy
issues, which were printed on the same
chamois or buff-colored paper as their
ungrilled counterparts, all grilled typo-
graphed issues, whether definitive
(Helvetia with sword), airmail, or what-
ever, were printed on chalky-surfaced
paper. Non-chalky-appearing grilled
typographed stamps are therefore
immediately suspect . Since most grilled
stamps were issued after their ungrilled
counterparts, a premature cancel can also
point toward a probable fake . Finally,
phony grills show up under magnification .

The points may press too sharply and
hard into the paper, producing noticeable
bumps on the front of the stamps, or the
rows of indentations may be aligned
properly in only one direction . Fake grills
are very uncommon to date.

Identification of Grilled Gum on Cover:
Chalky paper and proper cancel dates are
good guides on most issues (see fake
grilled gum section above), but also check
to see if the stamp is totally glued down.
If the affixer's tongue was not too wet, or
he/she missed a corner, that corner may
be gently bent upward, so as not to
crease it, and the back examined . If this
is not possible, try bouncing light off the
front of the stamp. If the stamp is grilled,
the front will often show a very faint
pattern of impressions, extending into the
non-printed margins.

2c, 2c olive, 2½c brown-lilac, 5c green, 5c on 2c olive, 5c on7½c
grey (extremely rare), 7½c grey (and on postal cards only, with
imprinted stamp, 10c on 7½c grey) . Many of the overprinted items
can be found with shifted and double overprints . Many of the above
values, all on white paper, also exist in tête-bêche, interspace and
booklet pane form.

Starting in 1921, Tell Boy stamps were produced on the same
yellowish-buff paper as were all Tell Bust stamps . These denomina-
tions exists : 2 ½ c brown-olive, 3c on 2½c brown-olive, 3c violet-blue
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(on regular and grilled-gum paper), 5c red-orange, 5c grey-violet, 5c
red-lilac, 5c on 7½c green, 5c olive-green (regular and grilled-gum
paper), and 7½c green.

These yellow-buff paper denominations are all Type III except the
7 ½ c green which is Type Il, the 5c on 7½c, and the 3c violet-blue for
which the old Type II plate was reactivated.

Many exist in tête-bêche, interspace and booklet pane form . Quite
a few of these later items were also printed se-tenant with Tell Bust
stamps for booklet pane production . They are also found frequently on
postal cards, printed-to-order stationery and other postal forms.

Tell Portrait

	

Felix Ganz

The lower middle denominations of the five-part issue serving as Switzer-
land's regular postage stamps from about 1910 to 1940 . Modeled after a
full-length statue by Richard Kissling which stands in Altdorf (Uri) . Tell's
head (which has adorned this publication at various times) and the small
segment of the crossbow slung across his shoulder have become one of
the most typical and well-known Swiss stamp designs . The stamp design
itself was executed by Jean Sprenger . Validity of all Tell portrait issued
ended 12-31-1942.

The following denominations exist : 10 red, type I, with a round zero of
"10" and the middle bars of H and Es of HELVETIA exactly centered ; 10 red
(the common one), with an oval zero of "10" and center bars of H and Es
moved up ; 10 green; 10 bluegreen ; 10 violet (on granite and on grilled gum
paper) ; 12 ; 13 on 12 ; 13 ; 10 on 13 ; 15 violet (in a wide variety of shades from
light red/violet to black as well as dark/dull violet ; 15 red/brown (on regular
and also grilled gum paper) ; 20 on 15 violet (existing with a black as well as
a dark blue overprint) ; 20 red/lilac ; 20 orange/red ; 20 red/carmine (on
granite and grilled gum paper) ; 25 orange/red ; 25 red/carmine ; 25 brown
(on granite and also grilled gum paper) ; and 30 blue (on granite and grilled
gum paper).
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All stamps of this design are printed on a yellow/brownish paper stock,
supposedly chosen to make the design stand out more prominently.

This design was repeated on quite a few Swiss postal cards, wrappers,
and printed-to-private-order postal stationery. Printed by the letterpress
process, this issue generated uncounted small printing varieties, such as
stunted or enlarged letters, color splotches, broken frame lines, etc . Most
items are better in mint or unused condition, but not all! On cover, certain
denominations (12 cts ., 10 cts . Type I) are incredibly elusive and command
huge premiums if used as single franks, paying the correct postage.

Many of the values exist in tête-bèches and with gutters as booklet
panes, and in these same configurations as se-tenants with denominations
from the Tell Boy issue. Coils also exist, but since anyone can manufacture
cut edges or glue selvage onto a mint copy to make it look like a paste-up,
collectors are warned from paying fancy sums for unexpertized items in coil
form.

Publicity Issues

	

Felix Ganz

At present semi-annually issued series of stamps, not unlike commemora-
tives, celebrating certain jubilees, special international events, and the like.
First of these are considered to be the 1900 and 1924 UPU issues, followed
by the League of Nations and the St . Gotthard Tunnel jubilee sets of 1932.
In regular sets, publicity stamps exist since 1954, twice a year since 1967.

Pro Juventute

	

Felix Ganz

Stamps issued with a surcharge for the benefit of children in need (literally:
for youth) . Program administered by the Pro Juventute Foundation, a
private Swiss organization . Scott calls these stamps, sold at all Swiss post
offices semi-postals, for reasons best known to their editors only! These
stamps were fully valid at all times for postage within Switzerland at the
denomination printed on them, and internationally since 1921 .
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Pro Patria

	

Felix Ganz

(Literally : For the Fatherland, with surtax) : The background of these
stamps is best understood by knowing that they are issued in advance of
Switzerland's national holiday (Swiss Fête Day ; Bundesfeier ; fête nation-
ale) of August 1st. Centuries ago, fires on mountain tops were used as
means of signaling important information . The Swiss custom of lighting
fires, on August 1, on every hill, mountain, alp, and even city plaza is said to
commemorate the lighting of fires near the end of the thirteenth century,
when the central Swiss cantons' inhabitants burned the Austrian oppres-
sors' castles and signaled their respective successes to each other.

Inofficial, privately made picture postcards with the "Bundesfeier" or
"Fête nationale" legends but without the imprinted stamps, are known as
early as 1891 . They are collected eagerly as earliest forerunners.

In 1910, the Natl . Fête Committee, a private body founded for the double
purpose of celebrating national day properly, as well as helping a variety of
organizations dedicated to care for the poor, the handicapped, the dis-
abled, the sick, etc . (and occasionally even of lending a hand to conserve or
preserve special Swiss customs and/or landmarks) received permission to
produce the first semi-official postal card, with imprinted postage stamp,
which was sold at Swiss post offices, with a surcharge that went to the Fête
Committee.

Until 1937 a total of 85 basic fête postal cards were produced, with a
variety of surcharges . Most were for domestic use, but a few bear airmail or
foreign postage rate stamps . Most designs, by Swiss artists commissioned
by the foundation, depict Swiss scenes—often with a fête day motif .



Steadily decreasing sales of the cards, the success of the Pro Juventute
stamps, and the then zero-bottom interest of philatelists for postal station-
ery items, provoked the committee to change its "pitch" While stampless
picture postcards continued to be produced until 1960 (they are collected
either unused, or used with a matching Pro Patria stamp) the main attention
now was given to Pro Patria stamps . In 1938 and 1939 there was one each,
with pictures of historic places ; in 1940 (first real World War II year) there
were four, plus the famous souvenir sheet, plus a redrawn stamp, plus a
major color variety of the 20 cts .) . Since then, the number of Pro Patria
stamps has varied from two to five per year, with a few souvenir sheets
thrown in occasionally.

The stamps are sold at all Swiss post offices, currently for a period of
about six months . Since 1964 all Pro Patria stamps have remained valid for
postage indefinitely, while earlier issues were demonetized . (This explains
why often used stamps of these earlier issues are higher priced in cata-
logues than the mint ones .)

The stamps depict Swiss landscapes, famous Swiss personalities, his-
toric and modern artworks, coins, castles, etc.

Airmail Stamps

	

Felix Ganz

Swiss airmail stamps, or Flugpostmarken, are those stamps and
semi-postals Switzerland issued for the franking of airmail — supposedly.
Unfortunately, and unlike US airmail stamps (until they went out of
existence here), Swiss airmails, with apparent exception of the first
two overprinted and expensive numbers (Sc . Cl and C2), always could
be used for any prepayment of any type of mail . (As kids, we loved to
use Swiss airmail stamps to return the empty egg crates the farmer
lady sent us on a semi-monthly basis, on letters to local school pals, or
even on parcel tags attached to our summer camp luggage . And that
was in the 1930s . That way we got used airmails for our collections .)

After a number of pioneer balloon flights by Spelterini and airship
mail from the "Ville de Lucerne," airmail in Switzerland started just
before World War I, when a number of air shows were held around the
country to propagandize and raise funds for the Swiss aircorps.

These non-postal, but nevertheless originally necessary labels were
sold at the place of the respective air show ; and sticking them on a
letter or card carried by special flight by one of those daring early pilots
guaranteed that such a mailed item would be flown . (Others, without
the 50 or whatever centimes label, might or might not be flown.)
Scott does not list these items ; but all Swiss catalogs proudly
enumerate them, along with their high prices, as forerunners with
Roman numerals.

Actual airmail stamps (the aforementioned two overprints on the
"Helvetia With Sword" 50 and 30 cts . stamps) were issued in 1919.
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Both are expensive and forgeries abound . Never buy a SwitzerlandC1
or C2 without an expertization attached —even on cover.

In 1923 the first of the two existing airmail sets began to appear,
with designs by famous stamp artist and engraver, Karl Bickel, Sr.
Eleven denominations, issued over a span of years, comprise the set
which first was printed on granite paper with flat gum . In 1929 the
"Pilot Flying in an Open Cockpit " design was replaced by the " Winged
Letter" design (35 and 40 cts .) . These two values, as well as all other
earlier denominations except the lowest (15 cts .) were reissued after
1933 on grilled gum paper (and additionally, the 20 cts . in 1940 on
ungrilled chalk paper).

Changing rates necessitated all sorts of overprints to use up the
basic set 's stamps . Seven basic overprints exist with varieties, the
most famous of which is the light red overprint, 40 on 90, of the
commemorative airmail set of 1932 for the League of Nations.

In 1941, in the middle of the war when commercial airlines were not
in business, the second airmail set appeared, with landscapes and a
tiny plane overhead . Two color changes of this set came out in 1948.

There have been, to date, 16 other airmail stamps, many for the
benefit (with surtax) of the Swiss Pro Aero Foundation . Of these, the
1938 Pro Aero, 75 on 50 cts . overprint, is supposed to exist in
canceled state only, but the few truly mint copies are a modern Swiss
rarity.
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Franchise Stamps

	

Felix Ganz

This category of Swiss stamps permits a writer to use the term "eleemosy-
nary," or "pertaining to alms ." In our connotation it means stamps given free
to organizations caring for the poor, helpless, needy, sick, disenfranchised,
handicapped, no longer imprisoned, to be rehabilitated, etc.

Forerunners to these special stamps were produced in the form of
printed labels and used by agencies of the Red Cross during the Franco/
Prussian War of 1870-71, and one additional label, listed in Zumstein as PP
#1, was furnished free of charge to French soldiers interned in Switzerland
during the same war, to send messages to their families.

In 1911, in order to regulate potential freefranking abuses, the Swiss PTT
produced and distributed to qualifying institutions and private aid organiza-
tions special stamps to be used on their official mail (which had to have the
organization's corner card imprinted) . Hospitals, for example, received a
few francs worth of these stamps, per annum and per hospital bed ; vacation
colonies, for each needy child, received a few centimes' worth of these
stamps; the Red Cross or the Society for the Protection of Young Females
received specific annual amounts for each of their chapters or sections, etc.

To further curb abuses, each organization was assigned a number . All
stamp sheets given to that respective organization over a period of years
had the same number imprinted on each stamp . Strict controls prevailed
and offending groups were eliminated from the list of eligibles.

The first issue of 1911, with added values through 1921, comprises 6
denominations . It is recognized by its bile-green color, on bluish paper yet,
and is no contest winning entry! There is no country name on these stamps
because they were valid only on domestic mail . The stamps' design is
identical to that of Switzerland's postage due issue of 1910.

In 1926 the three most used denominations were issued with bolder
numbers, reflecting a change in the numbering system (from 1 to about



1150 and organized by postal district) . A year later, the paper (same design)
was changed to white, with the stamp color green.

Incidentally, not all numbers from 1 to about 1150 exist, as may be
verified by complete lists of all eligible users . Some of the organizations'
names sound pretty appalling to us today : Society to Prevent Healed
Drunkards from Temptation, Home for Forcibly Detained, Ineducable Boys,
House of the Terminally III, Association to Rehabilitate Wayward Females,
etc . Different times . . .

In 1935 the last franchise stamp set appeared, portraying nurses and the
founder of the Red Cross. This last issue exists (as does the very rare 10
cts . value of the 1927 issue, i .e . 1934 printing) on both regular and grilled
gum paper.

By the end of 1955 all franchise stamps were withdrawn, with many
participating institutions and organizations receiving bulk free franking
privileges (without stamps).

To satisfy collectors, all franchise stamps were made available without
imprinted control number, initially mint only ; but in addition, stamps with
consecutively imprinted numbers (1-100, or 401-500, etc .) were also pro-
duced for collectors and sold canceled to order or mint . Thus it can happen
that one finds a strip or block on which each stamp has a different number!
Later issues of such made-for-collector sheets contained only those num-
bers actually assigned to an organization, thus showing skips.

Printings of all franchise stamps and their sub-varieties are not large, 8 .8
million being the largest number (for the 5 cts . stamp of 1911 with imprinted
number) . Others had printings of as little as 5,500 copies.

If you can, collect these stamps on cover ; but if that is not your bag, then
look for stamps with neat, circular date strikes of towns other than BERN
(where all the made-for-collectors items were postmarked) . Multiples,
strips, blocks, or different denominations on cover are extremely uncom-
mon. For cover collectors it is very disturbing to realize that most charitable
organizations used the worst possible, cheapest paper for their envelopes,
and many, after 75 years on this ever more polluted earth, are literally falling
apart today!

Incoming Top Gun
MARIO WIEDENMEIER : Born and raised in
Basel, Switzerland, in the United States and
Galveston since 1967, with the University of
Texas Medical Branch in charge of Radiology
Engineering . Interested in stamps since 1944,
stamp-collector with special interest in the
Standing Helvetia since 1974, became mem-
ber of AHPS in 1976 thanks to Chuck J . La-
Blonde . Mario served as Circuit Manager for 3
years, 1976 to 1979.
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Postage Dues

	

Felix Ganz

Way back when "better people" considered it an insult to receive a
prepaid letter, and also way back when there were so many different
rates and postal systems even in a small place as the present territory
of Switzerland, practically all mail could be considered "postage due"
inasmuch as the ultimate recipient had to pay for the entire cost of a
piece of mail that had perhaps traveled through three or four postal
administrations.

The invention of postage stamps initially also met with a lot of
resistance even though, for example, the Geneva postal administration
offered a discount on their adhesives . Gradually though, the system
of prepaying took root and pretty stiff penalties, such as letters mailed
unpaid costing twice as much as those prepaid, eventually convinced
even those of the "old school of thought ."

But carelessness and deliberate short paying could not be stamped
out ; but as postal personnel had much less mail to collect, sort, stamp
and deliver, such underpaid or unpaid mail was quickly spotted and
marked accordingly . Markings such as "Affranchissement insuffisant "
or "Zu wenig frankiert " can be found as far back as the 1850s.

Gradually a variety of "T" (for taxable) markings came into use to
identify mail with postage deficiencies, and shortly after the Universal
Postal Union (1874) brought much order to the worldwide complexity
of rates and also accepted the T-marking as an international postal
sign, Switzerland issued the first of four basic stamp designs that were
to serve the country as postage dues from 1878 to 1974.

The first design presents one of the most complex challenges to a
collector of Swiss stamps . A specialized catalog is an absolute must
for this issue because one can find, to this day, great rarities in dealers'
stock. This first numeral issue initially was printed in blue on ordinary
white paper with cross-in-oval control mark I . In 1882, five of the nine
denominations of this first set were reprinted on granite paper (paper
with red and blue silk fibers) . The 1882 reissues are much scarcer
than the initial ones . But what makes the collecting of all these blue
stamps tough is the fact that they were produced in two stages . The
frame was printed first, for all values, and then the denomination was
added – in a variety of different blues some of which are scarcer than
others . But not enough yet! The frames were inserted in the printing
plates helter-skelter (i .e ., right way up or upside down) . The two frame
positions, with a little bit of practice, are readily distinguishable.
Zumstein calls them "N" (for normal) and "K" (for kopfstehend, or
upside down) . Within a short time, the master die for the printing dies
seems to have developed a constant, recurring flaw inasmuch as one
of the four corners (where winged wheels are featured) broke open so
that a white area replaces the blue-bordered wheel in one of the four
corners . But since no care was taken which way the individual frame
slugs were assembled, we again encounter normal (white area in upper
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right) and upside down (white area in lower left) types . Except for the
1 and 2 cts . values, all others exist in both type l and type II as well as
normal and upside down on white paper, but only type II on granite
paper . Simple? No; but that's the fun of collecting!

Starting in 1883 the very same, basic design was reissued any
number of times, first in a blue-green (rare) frame color and carmine
denominations, with impressed cross-in-oval control mark I . Subse-
quent issues were in dull green, yellow-green, and pale green with
carmine figures and control mark I . About 1895, the control mark was
changed to the narrow type II ; but the carmine figures remained inside
the now olive-green frame until 1897 when vermillion was substituted
for carmine . Of course the color of the green for the frame also
changed from clear green to another olive-green!

And in 1908 the control mark gave way to the watermark large
multiple cross," while the numeral remained vermillion but the frame
changed from olive-green to brown-olive.

To make things really tough, around 1888 a few of the frame
clichés were totally replaced and somehow one or two original type I
slugs, without the white area, were inserted in the printing plate,
producing extremely rare varieties for all these many printings and color
variations–enough to last a lifetime.

The year 1910, at long last, brought a new design showing the
Swiss shield surrounded by alpine roses above the denomination, with
the Alps in the background. This design remained in use to 1924.
There were nine original values and, between 1916 and 1924, four
surcharges to use up values no longer needed . This second set is rich
in flyspeck variants and lends itself for specialization by a collector with
very limited funds.

1924 saw the appearance of the third design, two kids holding an
oval into which the denomination is inserted in vermillion . There were
eight different denominations in this series . Four of them, in 1934,
were reissued on grilled gum paper (5, 10, 20, 25 cts .) and in 1937,
to use up this issue, four overprints were produced.

The last Swiss postage due set appeared in 1938, in eight denomi-
nations . Unfortunately for the collector this last set was produced on
both regular and grilled gum paper for all values, and because of the
stamp design's narrowly crossed lines, it is not always easy to tell the
paper type when viewing the stamp from the back . But again, practice
will overcome this hurdle.

Starting in 1954, experiments were begun to use regular postage
stamps in lieu of special postage due stamps ; and in 1956, the postage
due stamps were withdrawn. Since then, post offices in Switzerland
use special T-markings (small, solid inside a circle ; large, hollow;
manuscript ; and a number of types used only at a single post office) to
cancel regular or commemorative stamps used to collect postage due.
The Amateur Collector Catalogue lists and prices such off-cover T-
markings ; Swiss catalogs, to this day, do not.

More basic information to come in the next issue!
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DONATION AUCTION
This special donation auction offers a good selection of
items particularly among the early Swiss issues . Those who
donated lots for this auction have put AHPS on the threshold
of realizing some substantial financial benefits . Let us
thank the donors by providing equally generous bids . Such a
response will put AHPS across that threshold.

The next regular auction is planned for January, 1991 . Send
your lots for that auction prior to November 15, 1990.

AHPS Donation Auction #89

	

Closing Date : December 15, 1990

Values are from Zumstein 1989/90 Catalog unless stated other

wise ; 1 sFr . = 3 .75 . Submit bids to Vinal Grim, PO Box 674

Minocqua, WI 54548

Lot Description

RAYONS . . . STRUBELS

1

	

Z . 16 II (Sc . 8) Rayon II, used, 4 full frame lines ; Federal
grill cancel on lower half of stamp, fine appearance 	 $143.00

2

	

Z . 17 II (Sc . 10) Rayon I, used, 4 full frame lines and margins;
Federal grill cancel on right, a nice attractive stamp 	 $150.00

3

	

Z . 20c Rayon III, used, brick-red color ; 4 frame lines with
nice margins on 3 sides, light Federal grill cancel, AC	 $75 .00

4

	

Z . 22G (Sc . 36( 5 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, brown, three frame

lines with partial fourth at bottom ; almost SON lightcancel. . $12.75
5

	

Z . 23G (Sc . 37) 10 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, 4 full frame lines
and margins ; almost SON cds with second cancel on left (5 mm .),
fresh appearance	 $11 .25

6

	

Z . 24A (Sc . 17) 15 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, 3 full frame lines,

4th frame line slightly cut into at UR ; blue Federal grill	 $150 .00

7

	

Z . 24F (Sc . 33) 15 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, lilac rose, thin paper,
canceled with Federal one circle BASEL BRIEFEXPEDITION ; Moser
cert . states "genuine, not repaired . . .clean and color fresh
stamp, very cleanly canceled . . .LR corner with trace of crease

and notched to frameline, otherwise wide margins" 	 $345.00

8

	

Z . 24G (Sc . 38) 15 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, 4 frame lines with
close cut at top and right ; SON cds cancel	 $56.00

9

	

Z . 25B (Sc . 23) 20 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, orange, almost 3 full
frame lines, bottom frame line cut into at right ; SON Lausanne
cds cancel with overlapping cancel on left side 	 $71 .00

10 Z . 26A (Sc . 19) 40 Rp. Sitting Helvetia, 4 frame lines, wide
left margin ; Federal grill cancel covers most of stamp, appears
to have small ( 1 mu .) repair at UL corner of frame line 	 $270.00

11 Z . 26C (Sc . 29) 40 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, 4 frame lines, cut
close at top ; 2 overlapping cds cancels on right two-thirds of
stamp, minor nick (2 mm .) in I r margin does not touch framel $94 .00

12 Z . 26C (Sc. 29) 40 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, green, 4 full margins,
frame line faded on UR and on UL corner ; diagonal straight line

Bienne cancel	 $94 .00

13 Z. 13 I (Sc . 1) 1850 2 1/2 Rp. Orts Post with framed cross,
black/red type 22 ; canceled with Zurich P.P. in black struck
twice, von der Neid cert . states "Genuine, slight thin at top,
the rest with good margins and no other defects ."	 $1500.00

14 Z . 29 (Sc. 42) 3 c . Sitting Helvetia, used, fine ; very light
SON cds cancel	 $113 .00

	 SCatalog/Est.
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15 Z . 75E (Sc . 97a) 1 Fr . Standing Helvetia, MH ; perfs just clear
design at bottom, nice color with fresh appearance	 $675.00

16 Z . 79Ab 1900 UPU Silver Jubilee, dark blue 25 c ., used ; light
cds cancel, two perfs on right partly detached, AC	 $17 .50

17 Z . 261x 1944 Olympics 30 c ., blue, used fine, AC 	 $22.50
18 Z . 301 (Sc . 332c) 1949 Landscape 20 c . Type 1, used, fine;

crisp Locarno cds cancel on LR, stamp slightly toned	 $105 .00
19 W I I 1912 Pro Juventute Precursor, used, well centered with

SON Basel cds cancel ; two short perfs and slight creases in
extreme upper and lower right corners 	 $150 .00

20 Z . W I 5-6 (Sc . B 5-6) 1916 Pro Juventute, used fine ; both
have light cds cancels 	 $127 .00

21 Z . W I 24 (Sc. B 24) 1922 Pro Juventute 10c .+10c., used fine;
light machine cancel	 $102 .00

22
23
24
25

AIRMAIL

26 Z . F 2 (Sc . C 2) 1919 50c. Propellor Overprint, MH, VF	 $90 .00
27 Z . F 5a,6a 1923 Airmail 25c . and 35c ., used fine, nicely can-

celed ; 35c . has narrow light blue crayon mark the width of the
stamp, Amateur Collector	 $50 .00

28 Z . F 7 (Sc . C 7) 1923 Airmail 40c ., MH fine	 $27 .00
29 Z . 19b 1935/38 Airmail 10c . overprint, MH VF	 $19 .00
30 Z . F 19-25 (Sc . C 10-25) 1935/38 Airmail, MH VF	 $26 .00
31 Z . F 23-25 (Sc . 23-25) 1935/38 Airmail, 30c . and 40c . over-

prints, used fine; all have light cds cancels 	 $62 .00

COVERS

32 1957 Europa registered FDC, brown PTT window envelope franked
with Z . 332(2) and Z . 333(3) ; French cancel with "Jour d'emis-
sion" as in PEN F .2 rather than F.5	 $90.00

33 Registered Special Flight Cover, Maiden Voyage Swissair Geneve
to Washington, 2 .V .47, addressed to Darien, CN ; franked with
Z . 207 and F . 42 (Sc . 254 and C 42),very clean cover, Est 	 $38.00

34 Registered Special Pro Aero Flight Cover, 28 .5 .41 Buochs/Pay-
erne addressed to Heerbrugg, French cachet 145, franked with
Z . 252, F 10 and F 35 (Sc. 279, C 10, C 35), clean cover back-
stamped Heerbrugg, Est 	 $45 .00

35 Bellinzona Rocket Flight Covers (2), 5 .11 .61, (1) Unaddressed
cover with Z . 380 B/4, cancel 183, Bellinzona Giornate Europe
sticker tied to cover with cancel 184, (2) Addressed cover with
cancel 183 and red stamped "Raketenpostflug", Est	 $38.00

CANCELATIONS

36 n-Cancels, lot of 128 items on piece, cut-outs, plain sheetlets
and on cover ; a good variety with dates almost entirely in the
1980's, Est	 $35 .00

37 Lot of 97 Circular Date Stamp cancels mostly on covers but
includes some plain sheetlets, cut-outs and postcards ; most
carry recent dates, Est	 $25 .00

38 Lot of Machine Cancels, Group 4 . Event Slogans, 111 items con-
sisting of cut-outs (earlier items) and envelope faces with
cancels mostly dated in the 1980's ; most envelopes have meter
postage, few duplicates, Est 	 $25 .00

Z . W

	

I 215-19 (Sc . B 360-64) MNH,

	

VF 	 $2 .75
B 282-86)

	

1959 Pro Patria set,

	

MNH,

	

VF	 $9 .75Z . W

	

II 91-95 (Sc.
Z . W

	

II 96-100 (Sc . B 292-96)

	

1960 Pro Patria set,

	

MNH,	 VF....$16.50
Z . W

	

II 103-7 (Sc . B 302-7)

	

1961

	

Pro Patria set,

	

MNH,

	

VF	 $8 .25
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39 Lot of Machine Cancels, Group 1 . and 2 ., 177 items consisting
of cut-outs and envelope faces ; many items have meter postage

and most cancels are dated in the 1980 ' s, few duplicates, Est .$35 .00
40 Machine cancels, Group 3, town slogans, 133 items consisting

of cut-outs and envelop faces ; many items have meter postage
and most are dated in the 1980's, few duplicates, Est	 $30 .00

MISCELLANEOUS

41 Z . 571 (Sc . 570) Liechtenstein 1975 1 .30 Fr . Coronation Robe,
MNH, VF ; lower left corner selvedge 	 $23.00

42 Z . D VII 1,3-7,11 1950 UN European Office issue, broken "F"
in OFFICE variety, VF, unused, canceled (7 stamps) ; Amateur
Collector	 $70 .00

43 Z . K 38-40 (Sc . 316a-18a) and K51, 53, 54 (Sc . 441b,443b,444b)
1948 Landscapes . and 1968 Monuments tete-beche, MNH, VF, 	 $11 .50

44 Z . £ 27B Railway stamp, 500c silver on cut-out, thin paper;
condition acceptable for this issue, nice Les Verrieres cir-
cular RR station cancel, Est 	 $30 .00

45 TELL, twelve issues dated from March, 1983 through June, 1987 $15 .00

46 PTT Year Set Booklets, 1984 through 1989, containing all stamps

issued during that period, new condition ; original purchase
price was Sfr . 148 . Est	 $75 .00

47 Strubels, assortment of 17 stamps, Z . 22A, 23A(3), 24A, 26A(2);
Z . 22B, 238(2), 248(4), 258(2) ; Z . 22C (no apparent cancel),
condition varies from fair to fine with most items having def-
ects : best two are a 248 with 3 frame lines and nice cancel
and 22C with 4 frame 1 with minor scrape on left frame line, $75 .00

48 USA-SWITZERLAND magazine, edition of May, 1947, philatelic art-
icles on the occasion of the Centenary of Stamps in the USA.
Each includes, as an insert, Swiss Collection sheet No . 90 with
a 24 .11 .47 cancelation date . Est	 $15 .00

LARGE LOTS

Like to browse? Members of your local club need a variety of Swiss

stamps? Junior stamp collectors in your club or in your local Ben
Franklin Club need stamps? Fill one of these needs by placing a bid
on one or more of the following lots.

49 Folder with about 20 album pages containing about 200 used stamps

ranging from the 1900 UPU issue through 1968 . Earlier stamps are
nicely grouped and identified.

50 Album (handmade) of 30 pages with about 150 stamps from the 1862-
1965 period, mostly used . Included are some airs, semi-postal, and
postage dues, little duplication.

51 Small stock book containing a few hundred items ranging from Sitting
Helvetias (perf.) through issues of the 1960's . Much duplication.

52 Book containing about 500 stamps dating from 1862 to the 1980's,
Included are postage dues, officials, franchise and recent semi-
postals with duplicates of many items.

53 APS Sales Circuit Books (5) remainders containing a few hundred
stamps mostly from the 1862-1960 period . Included are a good number
of earlier Pro Juventute items, some sets and a few postage dues.

54 Folder containing assorted stamps in glassines and mounted on over
30 notebook pages, probably over 750 stamps . Material ranges from
a few Strubels (space fillers) to issues of the mid 1930's with
heavy duplication.

55 Old stock book contains accumulation of stamps from the Sitting
Helvetia and Numeral issues to about 1935 including some semi-
postals and a small number of airs, heavy duplication.
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AUCTION 87
PRICES REALIZED
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AHPS Sales Circuits

	

Emil Tobler

The American Helvetia Philatelic Society has specialized circuits which move
from member to member and usually include only one or two of the 42 categories
of Swiss material available . Buyers stipulate the categories that interest them,
such as semi-postals, air mail, Standing Helvetias, hotel stamps, postage dues,
first day covers, etc. Most AHPS circuits contain relatively common to quite
exotic material, with everything in between . Buying from circuits at home allows
the collector to look over carefully the material submitted, without sales pressure,
in a comfortable environment, and with proper light and other tools needed to
evaluate thoroughly a prospective purchase . Prices of material in AHPS circuits
are usually quite reasonable, with frequent genuine bargains compared to price
and quality available elsewhere . The cost of postage and insurance that is paid
by any circuit recipient is roughly the same as transportation, parking, and
entrance fees or postage and insurance costs involved in the other methods of
purchase.

The form below (an integral part of our Sales Circuit Regulations) shows you
the various categories of Swiss circuits one can request (or submit material for).
If you want to participate, either as buyer or seller, write to Emil L. Tobler,
Manager AHPS Sales Circuits, PO Box 26, Bradford, RI 02808 and ask for a
complete set of rules.
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SWITZERLAND ' S CANCELS ARE GORGEOUS,
WELL DOCUMENTED AND FUN TO COLLECT!
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